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For an automorphism : of a unital C*-algebra A, we give a definition of an
entropy ht,(:) with respect to an :-invariant state , of A. For Connes
NarnhoferThirring entropy h,(:) and Voiculescu’s topological entropy ht(:), in
general h,(:)ht,(:)ht(:), but the equalities do not always hold.
We compute entropies of an endomorphism \ with respect to the state . defined
from a left inverse of \. Cuntz’s canonical inner endomorphism 8 of On satisfies
h.(8)=ht.(8), which is determined by the mean entropy of . on the UHF
(uniformly hyperfinite) algebra. If # is Longo’s canonical endomorphism for an
irreducible graded standard AFD (approximately finite dimensional) inclusion
N/M of infinite factors with finite index, then h.(#)=(12) log(Ind E#), for the
conditional expectation E# on #(M).  2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The entropy invariant of Kolmogorov and Sinai is extended as the
ConnesSto% rmer entropy H( } ) to trace-preserving automorphisms of finite
von Neumann algebras.
Replacing a finite trace with an invariant state ,, the ConnesNarnhofer
Thirring entropy h,( } ) is defined for automorphisms of C*-algebras as a
generalization of H( } ).
As another type of entropy for automorphisms on C*-algebras, Hudetz
[H], Tompsen [T], and Voiculescu [V] independently defined topo-
logical entropies for automorphisms on approximately finite-dimensional
C*-algebras or nuclear C*-algebras which do not depend on any state but
are based on approximations.
Here, as a slight modification of Voiculescu’s topological entropy ht( } ) a
C*-dynamical entropy ht,( } ) is given. We show relations among the three
entropies h,( } ), ht,( } ), and ht( } ).
The above entropies are available for a unit-preserving *-endomorphism,
which we call simply an endomorphism. We consider entropies from the
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Jones index theory for subfactors. To construct subfactors of the hyperfinite
II1 -factor R, first an endomorphism _ of R was considered (see, for
examples, [J; GHJ, Sect. 4.4; O; Wen1; Wen2]) and the desired subfactor
was given as the range of _, that is, _(R). For such endomorphisms, we
already computed in [Ch1; Ch2, CH, H2] the ConnesSto% rmer entropy
H(_) and obtained relations with the Jones index [R : _(R)] and the
relative entropy H(R : _(R)) defined in [CS, PP]. Roughly speaking, we
have the relation H(_)= 12 log[R : _(R)], or even if H(_){
1
2 log[R : _(R)],
we have H(_)= 12H(R : _(R)).
In connection with the theory of subfactors, the next interesting
endomorphisms are Longo’s canonical endomorphism # for an inclusion
N/M of infinite factors with finite index. This is defined in [L1] by
#(x)=JNJMxJM JN , (x # M),
where JN and JM are the modular conjugation of N and M, respectively,
with respect to a common cyclic separating vector 0 for N and M.
The C*-version of Longo’s # for special inclusions appears as Cuntz’s
canonical inner endomorphism 8 [Cu2] of the Cuntz algebra On [Cu1]
defined by
8(x)= :
n
i=1
S ixS i*, (x # On),
where [Si ; 1in] are isometries which generates On .
In the case of ConnesSto% rmer entropy, first of all, we are given a finite
trace as an invariant state. However, in the case of Cuntz’s 8, we need to
determine the invariant states. In order to get a state which is invariant
under a given endomorphism \ such as Longo’s # or Cuntz’s 8, first we
construct the graded C*-algebra O\ due to Doplicher and Roberts [DR]
from a given unit-preserving endomorphism \ of a unital C*-algebra with
a trivial center. Then a state , of grade 0-part O (0)\ is induced from a
positive left inverse of \ by the method due to Longo and Roberts [LR].
In this step, two entropies, h,( } ) and ht,( } ), coincide with the mean
entropy s(,) of , (Corollary 3.4.2). Next, throughout the conditional
expectation = from O\ onto O
(0)
\ , we obtain a \-invariant state , } = of O\ .
We need our entropy to obtain the upper bound of the values for
ConnesNarnhoferThirring entropy of the endomorphism \ of the graded
algebra O\ and show that the entropy for a graded standard AF
(approximately finite dimensional) endomorphism \ (Definition 3.2) is
determined only by the restriction to the grade 0-part, under some condi-
tions. In fact, the following relations hold (Corollary 5.2.8):
h, } =(\)=ht, } =(\)=h,(\| O\(0))=s(,).
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The condition is satisfied by Cuntz’s canonical inner endomorphisms of On
and by Longo’s canonical endomorphisms for inclusion of infinite factors
with finite index. Furthermore, in the case of Longo’s canonical
endomorphism #, we have a relation between the entropy of # and the
index of subfactors as follows: Let N/M be an irreducible and graded
standard AFD inclusion of infinite factors with finite index. If { is the trace
of the grade 0-part M (0), which is induced by the left inverse #&1 } E, for a
normal conditional expectation E of M onto #(M), then we have the
following relation (Theorem 7.3.7):
h, } =(#)= 12 log(IndE (#(M), M))=log[M
(0) : N (0)]=H(M (0) | N (0)).
2. A C*-DYNAMICAL ENTROPY
2.1. Definition. Let A be a nuclear C*-algebra with unity and let , be
a state of A. Let CPA(A) be triples (*, ’, C), where C is a finite-dimen-
sional C*-algebra, and *: A  C and ’: C  A are unital completely
positive maps. Let 0 be the set of finite subsets of A. For an | # 0, put
scp,(|; $)=inf[S(, } ’): (*, ’, C) # CPA(A), &’ } *(a)&a&<$, a # |].
Here S(, } ’) means the von Neumann entropy of the state , } ’ of the
finite-dimensional C*-algebra C.
For a unital ,-preserving automorphism : of A, put
ht,(:, |; $)= lim
N  
1
N
scp,(| _ :(|) _ } } } _ :N&1(|); $)
and
ht,(:, |)=sup
$>0
ht,(:, |; $).
Then the entropy ht,(:) of : is defined by
ht,(:)= sup
| # 0
ht,(:, |).
The definition of the entropy ht,( } ) is a slight modification of
Voiculescu’s topological entropy ht( } ) [V].
We apply this entropy ht,( } ) to ,-preserving unital endomorphisms,
which have a positive left inverse (see Section 3.3 for the definition).
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The ht,( } ) satisfies properties similar to those of ht( } ). We list these,
which we need later in order to compute entropies of some graded
standard endomorphisms. Propositions 2.22.5 are shown by methods
similar to those used in [V], using the fact that S(, } :&1’)=S(, } ’) and
that S(,1 ,2)=S(,1)+S(,2), etc.
In the case where : is an endomorphism, :&1 is replaced by a left inverse
of : in the proofs, and the Z in Propositions 2.3 and 2.4 is replaced with N.
2.2. Proposition. Let B be a C*-subalgebra of A with :(B)/B. If there
exists a conditional expectation E of A onto B with , } E=,, then
ht,|B(:|B)ht,(:).
2.3. Proposition. Assume an increasing sequence |1 /|2 / } } } of finite
subsets of A satisfies that the linear span of n # Z, j # N :n(|j) is dense in A.
Then
ht,(:)=sup
j
ht,(:, |j).
2.4. Proposition. For all k # Z,
ht,(:k)=|k| ht,(:).
2.5. Proposition. The entropy ht,( } ) satisfies subadditivity for tensor
products,
ht,(:;)ht,(:)+ht(;),
for automorphisms : of A and ; of B, which preserve the given states , and
, respectively.
2.6. Relations among Other Entropies. In this section we discuss relations
among three entropies ht,( } ), h,( } ), and ht( } ).
2.6.1. Theorem. For a ,-preserving automorphism : of A, the Connes
NarnhoferThirring entropy h,(:), the entropy ht,(:), and Voiculescu’s
topological entropy ht(:) have in general the following relation:
h,(:)ht,(:)ht(:).
Proof. The method is similar to that in [V, Proposition 4.6]. Let C be
a finite-dimensional C*-algebra and let #: C  A be a unital completely
positive map. Let |/A be a finite set such that the convex hull of |
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contains the image of the unit ball of C by #. Assume (*, ’, C) # CPA(A)
satisfies
&’ } *(a)&a&<$, a # .
n&1
i=0
:i (|).
Then for c # C with &c&1 we have
&’ } * } :i } #(c)&:i } #(c)&<$, j=0, 1, ..., n&1.
By [CNT, Proposition 4.3], for any =>0, there exists a $>0 such that
|H,((’ } * } :i } #)0in&1)&H,((:i } #)0in&1)|<n=.
Again by [CNT, Proposition III.6 and p. 685], we have
H,((’, *, :i } #)0in&1)H,(’, ’, ..., ’)=H,(’)
S(, } ’)log rank C.
Here rank C means the dimension of a maximal abelian self-adjoint subalgebra
of C. Since
h,, #(:)=lim
1
n
H,(#, : } #, ..., :n&1 } #)
and h,(:)=sup# h,, #(:), we have
h,(:)ht,(:)ht(:). K
2.6.2. Let Ai be a copy of an n by n matrix algebra Mn(C) for all i # Z
and let ,i be a copy of a state ,0 of Mn(C). Let A=}i # Z A i and
,=}i # Z ,i . Then the endomorphism : of A induced by the shift i  i+1
is called the noncommutative Bernoulli shift.
Proposition. Let : be the non-commutative Bernoulli shift. Then
ht,(:)=ht(:)
if and only if ,0 is the trace state. Hence
sup
,
ht,(:) k=ht(:).
Proof. Let
A[i, j]= } } } 1Ai Ai+1  } } } A j 1 } } } .
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We denote by |[i, j] a matrix units of A[i, j] . We may consider .n&1i=0 :
i
(|[&j, j]) as a subset of |[&j, j+n&1] . As (*, ’, C) # CPA(A), we take
C=A[i, j] , the conditional expectation * of A onto A[i, j] and the inclusion
map ’ of A[i, j] into A. Then we have for $>0 and a positive integer j
scp, \ .
n&1
i=0
:i (|[&j, j]); $+s(,& j ,& j+1  } } } ,j+n&1)
=(2 j+n) s(,0).
Hence
ht,(:, |[& j, j] ; $)lim sup
n  
2 j+n
n
S(,0)=S(,0).
Let { be the trace state of Mn(C). Then
ht,(:)S(,0)S({)=log n.
It is well known that ,0={ if and only if S(,0)=S({). Hence by Propo-
sition 2.3, ht,(:)=log n=ht(:) if and only if ,0={. K
2.6.3. Remark. As we show in Section 2.7.2, the non-commutative
Bernoulli shift has the following relation:
h,(:)=ht,(:)=s(,0).
2.6.4. Example. If we take ,0 in Proposition 2.6.2, as a non-trace state,
then the non-commutative Bernoulli shift : has the relation that ht,(:){ht(:).
2.6.5. Example. Let : be Power’s binary shift on the algebra A [Pow].
Here, A is generated by self-adjoint unitaries [ui ; i # Z], which have the
commutation relation given by Narnhofer et al. [NST]. Let { be the
unique trace state of A. Then h{=0 [NST]. On the other hand, let B
be the C*-subalgebra of AA generated by [ui ui ; i # Z]. Then B is a
maximal abelian subalgebra of AA and (::)|B is isomorphic to the
Bernoulli shift. Hence log 2=h{{((::)| B)ht{{((::)|B)2ht{(:),
so that h{(:){ht{(:).
2.7. Approximately Finite Dimensional (AF ) C* Dynamical Systems. In
this section, we restrict our interest to the dynamical systems of approxi-
mately finite-dimensional C*-algebras. Some relations between entropies
and the mean entropy of invariant states are shown, which we need to
compute the entropy of canonical endomorphisms.
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Let A be a unital approximately finite-dimensional C*-algebra (that is,
AF-algebra), : an automorphism of A, and , a state of A with , } :=,. Let
[An]n # N be an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional C*-subalgebras of
A such that .n An is dense in A. The mean entropy of , is defined by
s(,)= lim
n  
1
n
S(,|An),
whenever the limit exists.
2.7.1. Lemma. If :(An)/An+1 , then
ht,(:) lim
n  
1
n
S(,| An).
Proof. Let us consider the conditional expectation En of A onto An and
the inclusion map @ of An into A. Since (En , @, An) # CPA(A), we have
scp,(|n ; $)S(, } @)=S(,|An), for all n # N, $>0.
Let |n be a matrix unit of An . Since :(An)/An+1 , it follows that
|n _ :(|n) _ } } } _ :N&1(|n)/AN+n .
Hence we have that for all n # N
ht,(:, |n ; $) lim
N  
1
N
S(,|AN+n)= lim
N  
1
N
S(,|AN).
By Proposition 2.3, we have ht,(:)limn   1nS(,|An). K
Next, we consider AF C*-dynamical systems in [HP], which imply the
existence of the mean entropy. Such C*-dynamical systems appear
naturally when we treat C*-algebras generated by the intertwiners of the
powers of ‘‘canonical endomorphisms.’’
2.7.2. For i, j # Z, let [i, j] denote the interval [i, i+1, ..., j]/Z if
i j. A finite-dimensional C*-algebra A([i, j]) is given for every [i, j]
(i j) and satisfies the following conditions:
(i) A([i, j])/A([i $, j $]) with the common unit 1 if [i, j]/[i $, j $],
(ii) A([i, j]) and A([ j+1, k]) commute if i j<k.
Let A be the C*-algebra generated by [A([i, j])]i, j # Z . That is, A is an
AF-algebra and the C*-completion of .n=1 A([&n, n]).
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Our automorphism : of A satisfies that
(iii) :(A([i, j]))=A([i+1, j+1]) for all i j.
Our state , of A has the following properties:
(iv) , is :-invariant.
(v) ,(xy)=,(x) ,( y), if x # A([i, j]) and y # A([ j+1, k]), for
i j<k.
Proposition. Under the above conditions (i)(v), h,(:) and ht,(:) are
equal to the mean entropy s(,) of ,,
h,(:)=h,(:|A([1, )))=ht,(:|A([1, )))=ht,(:)=s(,),
where
s(,)= lim
n  
1
2n+1
S(,|A([&n, n]))= lim
n  
1
n
S(,| A([1, n]))
and A([1, )) means the C*-algebra generated by [A([1, j])] j # N .
Proof. By the assumptions (iii) and (iv), we have three equalities,
lim
n  
1
2n+1
S(,|A([&n, n]))= lim
n  
1
n
S(,| A([1, n])),
h,(:)=h,(:|A([1, ))),
and
ht,(:| A([1, )))=ht,(:).
The existence of s(,) and of the equality h,(:)=h,(:|A([1, )))=s(,) are
shown in [HP, Proposition 6.2]. On the other hand, by Proposition 2.2
and Lemma 2.4.1, we have ht,(:|A([1, )))ht,(:)s(,). These imply that
s(,)=h,(:)=h:(:|A([1, )))ht,(:| A([1, )))ht,(:)s(,). K
3. GRADED STANDARD AF ENDOMORPHISM
3.1. Let A be a C*-algebra with unit 1 and let \ be a unital
*-endomorphism of A. We review the construction of the C*-algebra O\
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given in [DR] (cf. [LR]). The intertwiners for \i and \ j are denoted by
(\i, \ j); that is,
(\i, \ j)=[ y # A : y\i (x)=\ j (x) y, x # A].
It is obvious that (\i, \ j)/(\i+1, \ j+1) for all integers i and j. We let
O(k)\ =the norm closure of .
i|k|
(\ i, \i+k).
We assume that O(k)\ is nonzero. The graded C*-algebra O\ is given as the
C*-algebra generated by [Ok\]k # Z . Then O\ is a C*-subalgebra of A. There
exists a faithful conditional expectation = of O\ onto O
(0)
\ with
=(x)=0, for all x # O (k)\ , (k{0).
The expectation = is defined by ==T :t dt, where :: T  Aut(O\) is the gauge
action corresponding to the grading, namely :t(x)=tkx, x # O (k)\ , t # T.
Hence we have the following form:
O\= 
k # Z
O(k)\ .
The restriction of \ to O\ is clearly a *-endomorphism of O\ , which we
denote by the same notation \.
3.2. Definition. Assume that A$ & A=C1 and that (\i, \i)=\i (A)$ &
A is finite-dimensional for all i # N. When O (0)\ =A, we call \ a standard AF
endomorphism. If (id, \){[0] and O\=A, we call \ a graded standard AF
endomorphism. We call O (0)\ the grade 0-part of O\ . In the case of a normal
endomorphism \ of a factor M, when O\ (resp., O (0)\ ) is weakly dense in M
we call \ a graded standard AFD endomorphism (resp., standard AFD
endomorphism) (cf. [LR, Pop2]).
Remark. Since the unital algebra A has the trivial center C1, the condi-
tion that (id, \){[0] is equivalent to having an isometry v # A with
va=\(a) v for all a # A.
3.3. Invariant States. Let A be a C*-algebra with unit 1. Assume that
A$ & A=C1. Let \ be a unital endomorphism of A and let  be a positive
left inverse of \, that is, a positive linear mapping of A with
(1)=1, and  } \(x)=x, x # A.
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Then  is a positive linear mapping of O\ satisfying, for all x, y # O\ ([L1]),
(x*)=(x)*, (x\( y))=(x) y, (\(x) y)=x( y).
Since i (x) # C1, for all x # (\ i, \i) we have a faithful state , of the grade
0-part algebra O(0)\ defined by ,(x) 1=
i (x) for x # (\i, \i). If  is the
standard left inverse of \ in the sense of Longo and Robertz [LR], then
, is a trace state of O (0)\ .
We extend the state , to O\ by the composition , } =, for the expectation
= of O\ , onto O
(0)
\ in 3.1. Since \((\
i, \ j))/(\i+1, \ j+1), , } =(x)=0 for
x # O (k)\ if k{0, and , } =(\(x))=,(\(x))=
i+1(\(x))= i (x)=,(x) for
x # (\i, \i). Hence the state , } = of O\ is \-invariant.
Remark. In the above, we took a left inverse of \. However, we need
only a left inverse of \|O\(0) . If there exists a \| O\(0) invariant state of O
(0)
\ , then
of course we have a \ invariant state of Oq\.
3.4. For an endomorphism \ of a unital C*-algebra A put
A([i, j])=\i (A) & \ j (A)$, (0i j).
3.4.1. Proposition. Assume that (i, i)=A & \i (A)$ is finite-dimensional
for all i # N. For the endomorphism \ of O (0)\ , the double sequence
[A([i, j])] i, j satisfies the conditions (i)(iii) in 2.7.2. If , is the state defined
by a positive left inverse of \, then (iv), and (v) are satisfied.
Proof. The relations (i)(iv) are obvious. Assume that x # A([i, j]) and
y # A([ j+1, k]), for i j<k. Then y=\ j+1&i ( y$) for some y$ # \i (A).
Since x, y # \i (A) & \k(A)$ and ,(x)= j&i (x), we have
,(xy)=k&i(x\ j+1&i ( y$))=k& j&1( j+1&i (x\ j+1&i ( y$)))
=k& j&1( j+1&i (x) y$)=k& j&1(,(x) y$)
=,(x) k& j&1 }  j+1&i } \ j+1&i ( y$)
=,(x) k&i ( y)=,(x) ,( y).
That is, (v) holds. K
3.4.2. Corollary. Let \ and , be the same as in Proposition 3.4.1. Then
s(,) exists and the following holds:
h,(\|O\(0))=ht,(\|O\(0))=s(,).
In particular, if \ is a standard AF endomorphism, then
h,(\)=ht,(\)=s(,).
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Proof. The first statement is clear by Proposition 2.7.2, and the second
statement is obtained by the definition. K
3.5. Examples of Standard AF Endomorphism. A typical example of a
standard AF endomorphism, which has a positive left inverse, is the
endomorphism obtained from the Jones index theory of subfactors of the
hyperfinite II1 -factor R.
3.5.1. The non-commutative Bernoulli shift : in 2.6.2 is the most
typical example of a standard AF endomorphism. A positive left inverse of
: is given as =:&1 } E, for a conditional expectation E of A=}i=1 Ai
onto :(A)=1}i=2 Ai .
3.5.2. Let [ei ; i1] be the Jones sequence of projections, which
appeared in [J], so that they satisfy the relations ei ejei=*ei for j with
|i& j |=1 and ei ej=ej ei for |i& j |2. Here * is a constant in
[4 cos2(?n); n=3, 4, ...]. Let A be the C*-algebra generated by [ei ; i1].
We define the endomorphism \ on A by \(ei)=ei+1 for i1. This
endomorphism \ is generalized to endomorphisms _ via the method of
constructing an irreducible subfactor of the hyperfinite II1 -factor R by
Wenzl ([Wen1, Wen2]). The factor R is constructed from a sequence of
unitaries [vi ; i1] satisfying some conditions. We denote again by A the
C*-algebra generated by [vi ; i1] and by \ the endomorphism of A
defined by \(vi)=vi+1 for i1.
Then \ is a standard AF endomorphism by Skau’s lemma [GHJ] and
Theorem 7.1 of [Wen2]. There exists a conditional expectation E of A onto
\(A). Hence we always have a positive left inverse  of \ defined by =\&1 } E.
The state of A defined from  is the unique trace state { on A, and the hyper-
finite II1 factor R is generated by ?{(A). The original \ is extended to R. We
denote the endomorphism of R by the same notation \. Then combining [Ch1,
Theorem 18], [Ch3, Corollary 24] and Corollary 3.4.2, we have
H(\)=h{(\)=ht{(\)=s({)= 12H(R | \(R))=
1
2 log[R : \(R)].
Here H(\) is the ConnesSto% rmer entropy, H(R | \(R)) is the relative
entropy for \(R) in R [CS, PP], and [R : \(R)] is the Jones index of \(R)
in R [J].
We have further generalized many standard AF endomorphisms, using
Ocneanu’s method [O] to construct subfactors of the hyperfinite II1 factor,
which is strongly amenable in the sense of Popa [Pop] (cf. [EK]). Of
course, they have positive left inverses, which gives the trace state. The
above relations hold for these endomorphisms.
3.6. Models of Graded Standard AF Endomorphisms. The Cuntz algebra
On (2n) [Cu1] and Cuntz’s canonical inner endomorphism 8 are
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models of a graded standard AF algebra and a graded standard AF
endomorphism. We obtain the entropy of 8 in Section 6.
Quite interesting graded standard AFD endomorphisms are given as
Longo’s canonical endomorphism for inclusions of infinite factors with
finite indices. We treat them in Section 7.
4. REFORMULATION OF O\
In this section, we show, under some conditions, that O\ is reformulated
as p(A <: Z) p for some projection p in A <: Z. Here, A is the C*-algebra
which contains O (0)\ as a C*-subalgebra and : is the automorphism of A
induced by \. We use this fact in the next section. In particular, if A is a
graded standard AF algebra, then A is represented by such a formula.
4.1. Let A0 /B be C*-algebras with the common unit. Assume that for
a given unital endomorphism \ of A0 there exists an isometry v # B which
satisfies the conditions that va=\(a) v for all a # A0 , e=vv* # A0 , eA0e=
e\(A0), and B is generated as a C*-algebra by A0 and v. For example, take
the extension algebra B=(A0 , \) by an endomorphism \ of A0 which is
‘‘canonical’’ in the sense of [Ch4].
Note that e # \(A0)$ & A0 . Let Ai be a copy of A0 for all i # Z. Define
embeddings
} } } /Aj /Aj&1 /Aj&2 / } } }
by a # Aj  e\(a) # Aj&1 . We denote the inductive limit of this sequence by A.
Since all Aj are isomorphic we have the automorphism : of A which
is induced by the shift to the left, mapping an element in Ai to the corre-
sponding element in Ai+1 . Then by the definition of the inclusion of
Aj /Aj&1 , : acts like
:(a)( # Aj+1)=e\(a) # Aj (a # Aj).
We denote by p the unit of A0 and by ei the copy of e in Ai . Then p is
contained in A&i for i1 as the projection pi=e&i\(e&i+1) } } } \i&1(e&1).
4.1.1. Lemma. The algebra pAp coincides with A0 .
Proof. Since Ai /A0 for i0 and p is the unit of A0 , it is obvious that
pAip/A0 for all i0. Let z # A&i for i1. Since p is contained in A&i as
pi , we have pizpi= pi\i ( y) for some y # A&i . This means pizpi # A0 . The
converse relation is clear. Hence pAp=A0 . K
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Let u be the implementing unitary in the crossed product A <: Z by the
action : for :.
4.1.2. Lemma. Put w=up. Then
ww*=e0 , w j=u jp ( j0), and wa=\(a) w (a # A0).
Proof. Since p is the unit of A0 , upu*=:( p) is the unit of A1 . Hence
in A0 , ww*=upu*=e0=pe0=pupu*. This implies pup=up. For an a # A0 ,
wa=upa=ua=:(a) u=\(a) e0u=\(a) upu*u=\(a) up=\(a) w. K
4.1.3. Lemma. p(A <: Z) p is generated by A0 and the isometry w.
Proof. A <: Z is the norm closure of the formal sum of Au j and u jA
for j0. Let a # A. If j0, then by Lemma 4.1.2 we have pau jp= papw j
and pu jap=(up)* j pap=(w)* j pap. Since pAp=A0 , it implies that
p(A <: Z) p is generated by A0 and the isometry w. K
4.1.4. Proposition. There exists a *-isomorphism % from B onto
p(A <: Z) p such that %(a)=a (a # A0) and %(v)=w.
Proof. Both algebras B and p(A <: Z) p contain the C*-algebra A0 .
We put %(avn)=awn and %(v*na)=w*na for all a # A0 and n # N. Since
v # O\ and w # p(A <: Z) p are intertwiners between the identity map and \,
% is extended to a *-isomorphism from B onto p(A <: Z) p. K
4.2. Now we go back to O\ . Let A be a unital C*-algebra and let \ be
a unital *-endomorphism of A with the following property (*):
There is an isometry v # A; vx=\(x) v, (x # A). (*)
Of course, graded standard AF endomorphisms, satisfy this condition (*).
4.2.1. Lemma. The projection e=vv* satisfies
eAe=e\(A) and eO (0)\ e=e\(O
(0)
\ ).
Proof. It is clear that e # (\, \)=\(A)$ & A. Since x=v*vx=v*\(x) v
for all x # A, v*\(A) v=A#v*Av, so that e\(A) e#eAe#e\(A) e. This
implies e\(A)=eAe. Let x # (\i, \i) for some i>1. Then we have a y # A
with exe=\( y) e and exe # (\i, \ i). For any z # A, we have e\( y\i&1(z))=
e\( y) \i (z)=\i (z) e\( y)=e\(\i&1(z) y). Hence y # (\ i&1, \ i&1). Thus we
have eO (0)\ e=\(O
(0)
\ ) e. K
4.2.2. Lemma. Op is generated by O (0)\ and v.
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Proof. It is enough to show that
O(&k)\ =v*
kO(0)\ and O
(k)
\ =O
(0)
\ v
k (k1).
For an a # (\n, \m), we put b=av*(m&n) if mn and c=v(n&m)a if nm.
Then b # (\m, \m), a=bv(m&n) if mn and c # (\n, \n), a=v*(n&m) if
mn. K
4.2.3. Proposition. Under the condition (*), Proposition 4.1.4 holds for
B=O\ .
4.2.4. Corollary. Assume that a unital *-endomorphism \ satisfies (*)
and (\i, \i) is finite dimensional for all i # N; then O\ is nuclear. Hence every
graded standard AF algebra is nuclear.
5. ENTROPY OF GRADED STANDARD AF ENDOMORPHISMS
Let A0 /B be the same as in Section 4.1. We assume that A0 is
approximately finite-dimensional and that the \ is an endomorphism of B
with the restriction \|A0 of \ to A0 satisfying the condition in Section 4.1.
The aim of this section is to show that the entropy for \ of B is equal
to the entropy of \|A0 under some condition. By Proposition 4.1.4 we may
consider \ as an endomorphism of p(A <: Z) p.
5.1. Completely Positive Maps. Let [A(0, m)]m=1, 2, ... be an increasing
sequence of finite-dimensional subalgebras of A0 which generates A0 . We
assume that e=vv* # A(0, 1) and \(A(0, n))/A(0, n+1). We denote the
copy of A(0, m) in Ai of 4.1 by A(i, m). First, for positive integers k and m,
we define a (.k, m , k, m , A(k, m)) in CPA( p(A <: Z) p).
5.1.1. A finite-dimensional C*-algebra A(k, m) for k, m # N is defined as
A(k, m)=B(l2([&k, 0]))A(0, m).
Here [&k, 0] means the integer interval. Let H be a separable Hilbert space
on which A acts faithfully. Let u be the implementing unitary operator in
A <: Z for :. Then A <: Z acts faithfully on the Hilbert space K:
K= :
i # Z
uiH.
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For an orthonormal basis [!n]n # Z of l2(Z), the unitary U from K onto
l2(Z)H is defined by
U(un!)=!n !, (n # Z, ! # H).
Then we have
UaunU*= :
j # Z
en+ j, j :&( j+n)(a), (a # A, n # Z),
where ei, j is the partial isometry on l2(Z) with ei, j!k=$j, k!i for i, j, k # Z.
5.1.2. Since A(0, n) is finite-dimensional for all n # N, we have a condi-
tional expectation E n+1n : A(0, n+1)  A(0, n). This induces a conditional
expectation E0, n : A0  A(0, n) by taking the composition of [E ii&1 ; i
n+1]. Let
Pk= :
0
i=&k
ei, i .
We define the map .k, m : A <: Z  A(k, m) by
.k, m(x)=(idE0, m)((Pk p) UxU*(Pk p)).
It is clear that .k, m is a unital completely positive map from A <: Z to A(k, m).
We denote by [=i, j : &ki, j0] the matrix unit of B(l2([&k, 0])) with
=i, j!l=$j, l!i for the basis [!l ; &kl0] of B(l2([&k, 0])). Then
.k, m(aun)= :
&k j &n
=n+ j, j E0, m( p:&(n+ j)(a) p), for 0nk.
5.1.3. We define the map k, m : A(k, m)  p(A <: Z) p by
k, m(=i, j a)=
1
k+1
puiau* jp.
Lemma. k, m is completely positive and unital.
Proof. We denote by u^ the unitary l # Z el+1, l , and by u the unitary on
H with :(a)=u au *, (a # A). Then
:
n # Z
(u^nu *n)(=i, j a)(u^*nu n)= :
l # Z
e l+i& j, l :&(l+i& j)(a)
=U:i (a) ui& jU*=Uuiau* jU*.
Hence k, m is completely positive and obviously unital. K
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5.1.4. Lemma. Take an a # A(0, s) and n0. Assume that 0nk and
s+n+km. Then
k, m } .k, m(awn)=
k&n+1
k+1
awn.
Proof. Since awn=aunp=a:n( p) un, by 5.1.2,
.k, m(awn)= :
&k j &n
en+ j, j E0, m( p:&( j+n)(a:n( p)) p).
Note that a:n( p) # A(0, max(s, n)), so that
:&( j+n)(a:n( p)) # A(&(n+ j), s+n).
If &k j&n, then &( j+n)0. Hence :&(n+ j)(a:n( p)) # A(0, s+n&
n&j)/A(0, m). Since p is the unit of A0 , we have
p:&(n+ j)(a:n( p)) p=:&(n+ j)(a:n( p)),
so that
E0, m( p:&(n+ j)(a:n( p)) p)=:&(n+ j)(a:n( p)).
This implies that
k, m } .k, m(awn)=
1
k+1
:
&k j &n
pun+ j:&( j+n)(a:n( p)) u* jp
=
k&n+1
k+1
awn. K
5.2. We assume the following condition (**) for the above \:
There are an r # N and a partial isometry V # A(0, r) : \(v)=Vv, (**)
where A(0, r) is as in Section 5.1. We may assume that \ is a unital
*-endomorphism of p(A <: Z) p such that \(w)=Vw.
5.2.1. Remark. The above assumption (**) is not very special. In fact,
as we show later, both Cuntz’s canonical inner endomorphisms and
Longo’s canonical endomorphisms satisfy the condition. More generally,
a canonical endomorphism \ of A is extended to a ‘‘canonical’’ endo-
morphism \^ of (A, \) by this formula [Ch4].
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5.2.2. For integers k1 and j1, we set
Vi, j =(\i&1(V) \i&2(V) } } } V)(\i (V) \i&1(V) } } } \(V)) } } }
(\i+ j&2(V) } } } \ j&1(V)).
Then Vi, j # A(0, i+ j&2+r) and \i (w j)=Vi, jw j.
5.2.3. Lemma. For a given a # A(0, s) and i, j # N with jk, assume
ms+k+r+i. Then
&k, m } .k, m(\i (aw j))&\i (aw j)&
j
k+1
&a&.
Proof. Note that \i (a) # A(0, s+i) and \i (a) Vi, j # A(0, s$), where
s$=max(s+i, i+ j&2+r). Hence by Lemma 5.1.4, if s$+ jm then
k, m } .k, m(\ i (a) Vi, jw j)=
k& j+1
k+1
\ i (a) Vi, jw j,
which implies
&k, m } .k, m(\i (aw j))&\i (aw j)&
=&k, m } .k, m(\i (a) Vi, j w j)&\i (a) Vi, jw j&
=
j
k+1
&\i (a) Vi, j w j&

j
k+1
&a&. K
5.2.4. Assume that , is a state of A0 , which is \-invariant. The state , is
extended, for all i # N, to a state ,&i of :&i via ,&i (:&i (a))=,(a). We
denote every state ,&i by the same notation ,. Then , is a state of A
which is invariant under :. There exists always a conditional expectation =
of A <: Z onto A with =(u j)=0 for j ({0). Then , } = is a state of
p(A <: Z) p and
, } =(aw j)=, } =(a: j ( p) u j)=$0, j ,(a), (a # A0).
Hence, via the isomorphism % in Proposition 4.1.4, , } = corresponds to the
state , } =. Here = is the conditional expectation of B onto A0 with =(vi)=0,
(i{0).
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Lemma. Assume that km. Then the entropies for the state , } = } k, m of
A(k, m) and the restriction ,|A(0, m) of , to A(0, m) has the relation
S(, } = } k, m)log(k+1)+S(,| A(0, m)).
Proof. For an a # A(0, m) and i, j with &ki, j0,
, } = } k, m(ei, j a)=
1
k+1
, } =( p:i (a:& j ( p)) ui& j)
=$i, j
1
k+1
,( p:i (a:& j ( p)))
=$i, j
1
k+1
,( p:i (a) p).
We denote by TrA(0, m) the usual trace of A(0, m), that is, TrA(0, m)(q)=1
for all minimal projections q # A(0, m). Let D, be the RadonNikodym
derivative of ,|A(0, m) with respect to TrA(0, m) .
Assume i<0. Note that ,( p:i (a) p)=,(:&i ( p) a:&i ( p)). The :&i ( p) is
a projection of A(0, &i)/A(0, m) and :&i ( p) a:&i ( p) # A(0, m). Hence
, } = } k, m(ei, j a)=$ ij
1
k+1
TrA(0, m)(:&i ( p) D,:&i ( p) a) (i<0).
Hence
S(, } = } k, m)log(k+1)+S(,| A(0, m)). K
5.2.5. Lemma. The endomorphism \ of B satisfies
ht, } =(\) lim
N  
1
N
S(,|A(0, N)).
Proof. Since A(0, n)/A(0, n+1) are finite-dimensional C*-algebras,
we have a finite subset B(0, n) of A(0, n) which is a linear basis of A(0, n)
consisting of partial isometries and is considered as a subset of B(0, n+1).
For an integer s1, we define a finite set |s by
|s=[aw j : a # B(0, s), 0 js].
Let (.k, m , k, m , A(k, m)) # CPA( p(A <: Z) p) be the same as in Section 5.1.
We put m=2k+r+N&1. If sk, then by Lemma 5.2.3,
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scp, } = \ .
N&1
i=0
\ i (|s _ (|s)*);
s
k+1+
=inf {s(, } = } ); (., , B) # CPA( p(A(G) <: Z) p), & } .(x)&x&
<
s
k+1
, x # .
N&1
i=0
\i (|s _ (|s)*)=
s(, } = } k, m),
because each a # B(0, n) is a partial isometry. Hence, for all $>0 and ks
with s$(k+1), by Lemma 5.2.4
scp, } = \ .
N&1
i=0
\ i (|s _ (|s)*); $+log(k+1)+S(,| A(0, m)).
Therefore, for all $>0,
ht,(\, |s _ (|s)*; $)= lim
N  
1
N
scp, \ .
N&1
i=0
\ i (|s _ (|s)*); $+
 lim
N  
1
N
(log(k+1)+S(,| A(0, 2k+r+N&1)))
 lim
N  
1
N
S(,|A(0, N)).
The linear span of s # N (|s _ (|s)*) is dense in p(A <: Z) p. Hence we
have, by the version of Proposition 2.3 for unital endomorphisms,
ht, } =(\) lim
N  
1
N
S(,|A(0, N)). K
5.2.6. Theorem. Let A0 /B be as in 4.1. Assume that an endomorphism
\ of B satisfies the conditions in 5.1 for approximation of A0 and (**). If a
\-invariant state , of A0 satisfies h,(\|A0)=s(,), then
h, } =(\)=ht, } =(\)=s(,)=h,(\|A0)=ht,(\|A0).
Proof. By Lemma 5.2.5, we have
ht, } =(\) lim
N  
1
N
S(,|A(0, N)).
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On the other hand, by the assumption, the mean entropy s(,) exists and
s(,)=h,(\|A0)h, } =(\)ht, } =(\)s(,).
by Proposition 2.2. Thus, we have the conclusion. K
Now, we go back to the algebra O\ for a unital endomorphism \ of a
unital C*-algebra A. If (\i, \i) is finite-dimensional for all i # N, we take
(\m, \m) as A(0, m) in 5.1.1. Then the above discussion implies the following:
5.2.7. Corollary. Assume that \ is a unital endomorphism of A satisfying
(*) and (**) and that (\i, \i) is finite-dimensional for all i # N. Let , be a
\-invariant state of O (0)\ .
(1) If h,(\|O\(0))=s(,), then
h, } =(\|O\)=ht, } =(\|O\)=s(,)=h,(\| O\(0))=ht,(\|O\(0)).
(2) If the , is defined by a positive left inverse of \, then
h, } =(\|O\)=ht, } =(\|O\)=s(,)=h,(\| O\(0))=ht,(\|O\(0)).
5.2.8. Corollary. If a graded standard AF endomorphism \ satisfying
(**) and a state , is induced by a positive left inverse of \, then
h, } =(\)=ht, } =(\)=s(,)=h,(\|O\(0))=ht,(\| O\(0)).
6. APPLICATION TO CUNTZ’S CANONICAL ENDOMORPHISM
In this section, we apply the results in Section 5 to Cuntz’s canonical
inner endomorphism.
6.1. To fix notations, we first review some facts in [Cu1, Cu2]. Let
[Si]1in be isometries with ni=1 Si S i*=1. The Cuntz algebra On is the
C*-algebra generated by [Si]1in . Since On is unital and simple, it has
the trivial center. Cuntz’s canonical inner endomorphism 8 is defined by
8(x)=ni=1 S ixS i* for x # On . We put Wm=[+=(+1 , ..., +m); + i # 1, ..., n,
(1im)] for m # N, and S+=S+1 S+2 } } } S+m for + # Wm . Then the linear
span of [S+ S &*: + # Wm , & # Wn , m, n # N] is dense in On . The algebra
(8m, 8m)=8m(On)$ & On is generated by the words [S+S &*: +, & # Wm].
Since S+ S &*S:S*;=$&, :S+S*; for +, &, :, ; # Wm , the algebra (8m, 8m) is
isomorphic to the matrix algebra mi=1 Ai for Ai=Mn(C). Hence the grade
0-part O (0)8 is isomorphic to the infinite tensor product A=}i=1 Ai . The
restriction of 8 to O (0), acts as the non-commutative Bernoulli shift : in 2.6.2.
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6.2. Lemma. 8 is a graded standard AF endomorphism of On . The condi-
tions (*) and (**) are satisfied by v=S1 and
V= :
n
i=1
S iS1S i*S 1*.
Proof. It is clear that Si # (id, 8) for all i # N so that On=O8 . Hence 8
is a graded standard AF endomorphism. The isometry V is contained in
(82, 82) and 8(S1)=ni=1 Si S1S i*=VS1 .
Let = be the conditional expectation of On onto the grade 0-part defined
in 3.1. Then as an application of Corollary 5.2.7, we have the following:
6.3. Theorem. Let , be a 8-invariant state of O (0)8 . If h,(8|O\(0))=s(,),
then
h, } =(8)=ht, } =(8)=s(,).
Positive left inverses of 8 are not unique. In fact, we have the following:
6.4. Lemma. Let *=[*i ; 1in] be positive numbers with ni=1 *i=1.
Define the map  by
(x)= :
n
i=1
* iS i*xS i , (x # On).
Then  is a positive left inverse of 8 and ,= i=1 ,i . Here , is the state of
O(0)8 defined from  and , i is the state of Mn(C) with the eigenvalue list *.
Proof. It is obvious that  is a positive left inverse of 8. Easy computa-
tion shows
,(S+ S &*)= ‘
m
i=1
$+i , &i *+i .
Hence ,= i=1 ,i . K
As an application of Corollary 5.2.7 and Lemma 6.4, we have:
6.5. Theorem. If , is the state in Lemma 6.4, then
h, } =(8)=ht, } =(8)=s(,)= :
n
i=1
&*i log *i .
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6.6. There exist different type states on the UHF algebra A=O (0)8 ,
which satisfies the conditions in Theorem 6.3 (see for example [GN, OP,
W]). These states are called Markov states or finitely correlated states. The
author thanks T. Matui for allowing her to call attention to [W].
6.7. The endomorphism 8 appears as the extension \^ of a unit-preser-
ving endomorphism \ of a unital C*-algebra A. In [Ch4, Theorem 3.5],
the following are shown: For a given unit-preserving endomorphism 1 of
a unital C*-algebra A which is ‘‘canonical’’ in the sense of [Ch4], there
exists a graded C*-algebra (A, 1) which has A as the grade 0-part. A
‘‘canonical’’ endomorphism has a projection e # 1(A)$ & A called basic. The
(A, 1) is the crossed product of A by the endomorphism a  1(a) e
(a # A) and is called the extension algebra of A by the canonical
endomorphism 1. The original 1 is extended to an endomorphism 1 of
(A, 1) which is again ‘‘canonical.’’ The algebras A/(A, 1) and 1 satisfy
the conditions for A0 /B and \ in Section 4.1. The algebra (A, 1) is
generated by A and an isometry w. There exists an isometry V # (A, 1)
with 1 (w)=Vw. The isometry V is given by the ‘‘canonical’’ property of 1,
so that V # 12(A)$ & A. Hence 1 satisfies (*) and (**). We have many
examples of standard AF endomorphisms which are ‘‘canonical’’ too. They
have a positive left inverse given by conditional expectations onto the
range. Since all conditions in Theorem 5.2.6 are satisfied, as an application,
we have the following:
Theorem. Assume that 1 is a standard AF endomorphism of A, which is
‘‘canonical.’’ Let , be a state of A given by a positive left inverse of 1. Then
h, } =(1 )=ht, } =(1 )=s(,)=h,(1 )=ht,(1 ).
7. APPLICATION TO LONGO’S CANONICAL ENDOMORPHISM
In this section, we compute the entropy for Longo’s canonical endo-
morphism # for an inclusion N/M of infinite factors with finite index.
7.1. To fix notation, we review here some facts about Longo’s canonical
endomorphism from [L1, L2].
Let N/M be an inclusion of properly infinite factors on a separable
Hilbert space, let 0 be a common cyclic separating vector for N and M,
and let # be the associated canonical endomorphism #: M  N. Suppose
that there exists a faithful normal conditional expectation E of M onto N.
Then the index IndE (N, M) is defined [L1, K]. We denote by Ind(N, M)
the minimum index [H1, L1, L2]. If IndE (N, M)<, then N$ & M and
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#n(M)$ & M(n # N) are all finite-dimensional. Furthermore, every condi-
tional expectation F of M onto N is normal and IndF (N, M)<.
The existence of an isometry v in M such that vx=#(x) v for all x # M
is shown in [L1, Proposition 5.1]. This implies that # satisfies (*). Since
N/M is an inclusion of infinite factors, we may have a normal endo-
morphism \ of M with \(M)=N. Also, we have a normal endomorphism
\ of M which satisfies #=\\ . There exists a conditional expectation Ev of
M onto \ (M) defined by
Ev(x)=\ (v*\(x) v), x # M.
Put
*=(IndEv(\ (M), M))
&1.
Then by [L2, Theorem 5.2], there exists a unique isometry v # (id, \ \) such
that
v*\(v )=v *\ (v)=- *.
The isometry v gives a conditional expectation E\ of M onto N=\(M) by
the formula
E\(x)=\(v *) #(x) \(v ), x # M.
Conversely, every normal conditional expectation of M onto \(M) is given
by this formula for some isometry v # (id, \ \).
The projection e=vv* is the Jones projection for the inclusion #(M)=
\\ (M)/N=\(M)/M, that is, [e]$ & M=#(M), eye=\Ev\&1( y) e
( y # N), for the conditional expectation \Ev\&1 of N onto #(M), and
M=[N, e]". Furthermore, for the left inverse =\&1 } E\ , the following
relations hold:
(e)=IndEv(\ (M), M)
&1 1=IndE\(N, M)
&1 1.
7.2. Assume that # is Longo’s canonical endomorphism for an inclusion
N/M of infinite factors with Ind(N, M)<. We set
A([i, j])=# j (M)$ & # i (M), (i j).
Then A([i, j]) is finite-dimensional for all i j.
7.2.1. Lemma. For an isometry v # (id, #), put
f =\(v v *) and V=
1
*
#(e) f.
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Then f is a projection in (#2, #2) and V is an isometry in A([0, 2]) with
#(v)=Vv.
Proof. Since v is an isometry in (id, \ \), it is sufficient to prove that
#(v)=Vv. This is obvious from the following: #(e) fv=#(e) \(v ) \(v *) v=
- *#(e) \(v )=- *#(v) \(\ (v*) v )=*#(v). K
7.2.2. Proposition. If , is a state of O (0)# defined by a positive left
inverse of #, then
h, } =(#)=ht, } =(#)=s(,)=h,(#| O#(0))=ht,(#|O#(0)),
for the system (O# , ,, #).
Proof. It is clear by Corollary 5.2.7 and Lemma 7.2.1. K
7.3. Von Neumann Dynamical Entropy for #. In this section, we compute
the ConneNarnhoferThirring entropy of Longo’s canonical #.
7.3.1. We denote the weak closure of O (k)# by M
(k) and the weak closure
of O# by M# . The expectation = in 3.1 of O# on O (0)# is extended to a normal
conditional expectation of M# onto M (0). We denote it by the same nota-
tion =. Then =(x)=0 for all x # M (k) (k{0).
Start from a state , of O (0)# induced by a positive left inverse of #. Let
(H, !, ?) be the GelfandNaimarkSegal triple of O# associated with , } =.
We denote by M=?(O#)" the von Neumann algebra generated by ?(O#).
Of course, the # is extended to the normal endomorphism #^ of M and , } =
is extended to the normal state | of M. The isometry \(v ) in 7.1 implies
?(\(v )) # M. Let
N=[x # M : ?(\(v )) x=#^(x) ?(\(v ))].
Longo and Roberts [LR] called N/M a graded standard AFD inclusion
when N/M is isomorphic to N/M, that is, there exists an isomorphism
% of M onto M with %(N)=N.
The facts in Section 6.7 hold for von Neumann algebras [Ch3,
Theorem 6.6]. That is, a (‘‘canonical’’ in the sense of [Ch3]) endomorphism \
of a von Neumann algebra A is extended to a ‘‘canonical’’ endomorphism \^ of
the extension von Neumann algebra (A, \) and \^ satisfies (*) and (**). The
restriction #|M(0) of # to M(0) is ‘‘canonical’’ and #=#|M(0)@ [LR, Theorem 6.3].
If # is a graded standard AFD endomorphism of M, then the C*-algebra
O# is weakly dense in M. Note that the conditional expectation E\ of M
onto N is defined by the formula E\(x)=\(v *) #(x) \(v ) for x # M. Then
N/M is isomorphic to N/M. Hence N/M is a graded standard AFD
inclusion.
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As an conclusion, we have the following:
7.3.2. Theorem. The following three kinds of # are conjugate:
(1) O# is weakly dense in M, that is, # is graded standard AFD,
(2) N/M is a graded standard AFD inclusion,
(3) #=#|M(0)@ for M=(M (0), #|M(0))
Hence these have the same values of their entropies.
7.3.3. Since the inclusion N/M has finite index, there exists a normal
conditional expectation of M onto #(M), and it implies a normal positive
left inverse  of #. Hence we have always a normal #-invariant state of M (0)
induced from . We may assume that the state , of O (0)# is the restriction
of the normal state of M (0) induced a normal positive left inverse of #. We
denote the normal state of M (0) by the same notation ,. Then , } = is a
normal state of M# .
Theorem. If N/M is a graded standard AFD inclusion, then
h, } =(#)=h,(# | M (0))=s(,).
Hence, if , is the trace state, then h, } =(#)=H(#| M(0)).
Proof. By Proposition 7.2.2, h, } =(#|O#)=s(,)=h,(#|O#(0)). If N/M is a
graded standard AFD inclusion, then O# is weakly dense in M. Hence, by
[CNT, Theorem VII.2], h, } =(#)=h, } =|O#(#|O#) and h,(#)=h,|O#
(0)(#| O#(0)).
These relation imply h, } =(#)=h,(# | M (0))=s(,). If , is the trace, then
h,(# | M (0)) is the ConnesSto% rmer entropy H(#|M(0)).
7.3.4. A case of particular interest is when M (0) is a II1 factor and ,
is the trace state {. This occurs if , is defined by the standard left inverse
of # [LR, Sect. 2]. Note that if O# is weakly dense in M, then M (0) is a fac-
tor by [LR, Corollary 5.6], so that M (0) is the hyperfinite II1 factor. The
{ is defined by a normal positive left inverse  of # and every normal
positive left inverse  of # has the form =#&1E# for a normal conditional
expectation E# of M onto #(M) [L1]. By the property #=# , we have an
isometry W # (id, #2) with E#(x)=#(W*) #2(x) #(W) for all x # M. We call
this W an isometry associated with { and we call the E# the conditional
expectation associated with {. We denote the grade 0-part of N by N (0), that
is, N (0)==(N).
7.3.5. Lemma. The N (0) is a subfactor of M (0) and
N (0)=\(M (0))=N & M (0)=E\(M (0)).
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Proof. If x # (#n, #n) and y # M, then E\(x) #n( y)=\(v *) #(x) \(v \ #n&1( y))
=\(v *) #(x) #n+1( y) \(v )=\(v *\ #n( y)) #(x) \(v )=#n( y) E\(x). This implies
that E\(x) # (#n, #n), so that E\(M (0))/M (0) & N. If z # M (0) & N, then z=
E\(z), which means that M (0) & N/E\(M (0)). Hence M (0) & N=E\(M (0)).
Since an x # M is contained in N if and only if \(v ) x=#(x) \(v ), we have
=(N)/N. Hence M (0) & N==(N). By the definition of E\ , we have
E\(M (0))=\(v *) #(M (0)) \(v )=\(v *\ (M (0)) v )=\(M (0)).
Hence N (0) is a subfactor of M (0) and satisfies the relation. K
7.3.6. Proposition. Assume that E# is the conditional expectation
associated with the trace state { of M (0). Then the Jones index [M (0) : N (0)]
of the subfactor N (0) of M (0) is finite, and
[M (0) : N (0)]=[M (0) : #(M (0))]12=IndE#(#(M), M)
12.
Proof. Since #(M (0))=\\ (M (0))/N (0)=\(M (0))/M (0), we have [M (0) :
N (0)]2=[M (0) : #(M (0))]. Let W be an isometry associated with { and put
q=WW*. Then q is the Jones projection for the inclusion #2(M)/#(M), and
(q)=IndE#(#(M), M)
&1 1. It is clear that q # #2(M (0))$ & M (0). Furthermore,
q plays the role of the Jones projection for #2(M (0))/#(M (0)). Hence
{(q)&1=[M (0) : #(M (0))]. By the definition, {(q) 1=(q). Therefore
[M (0) : #(M (0))]=IndE#(#(M), M). K
7.3.7. Theorem. Assume that E# is the conditional expectation asso-
ciated with the trace state { of M (0). If N/M is a graded standard AFD
inclusion and if N$ & M=C1, then
h, } =(#)= 12 log(IndE#(#(M), M))=log[M
(0) : N (0)]=H(M (0) | N (0)).
Proof. Remark that h, } =(#)=H(#| M(0)) by Theorem 7.3.3. The inclusion
N (0)/M (0) of type II1 factors is strongly amenable in the sense of Popa
[Pop] if N/M is a standard AFD inclusion. If N$ & M=C1, then
N (0)$ & M (0)=C1, by [LR, Lemma 6.6]. Hence the inclusion N (0)/M (0) is
extremal. Since
} } } /#(N (0))/#(M (0))/N (0)/M (0)
is Jones’ tunnel of subfactors, the restriction of # to M (0) is conjugate to
Ocneanu’s canonical shift [O] for N (0)/M (0). Therefore, by [H2;
Corollary 4.6] we have H(#|M(0))=log[M (0) : N (0)]=H(M (0) | N (0)). On
the other hand, by Proposition 7.3.5, [M (0) : N (0)]=IndE#(#(M), M)
12.
These imply the conclusion. K
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